Newsela
for Michigan
Engaging content for every
student

As Michigan schools prepare for the next school year, Newsela provides standards-aligned,
engaging content across subject areas. Focused on essential literacy skill development, core
content, and social-emotional learning, Newsela partners with districts to accelerate learning,
providing student and teacher resource continuity across subject areas and grades.

EXPECT MORE FROM
YOUR CONTENT

WHY CHOOSE NEWSELA?

Standards-aligned materials for skill development
Standards-based content collections in Newsela ELA, Newsela Social Studies, and Newsela
Science help teachers review specific skills that need extra practice
Integration with NWEA MAP Growth automatically sets students' reading levels
Built-in formative assessments help teachers get real-time insights into students' needs

Culturally-responsive content with embedded lessons

AUTHENTIC
Engage every learner with real-world
texts that feature diverse opinions and
people all students can identify with.

Course area collections in Newsela Social Studies and Newsela Science make standardsbased instruction actionable, engaging and culturally relevant
Collections like Novel Studies and Fiction/Non-Fiction Paired Texts in Newsela ELA add
context and relevance to literacy instruction
Newsela’s Anti-Bias, Anti-Racist Framework consists of 5 criteria (identity, diversity, justice,
action, and rigor) used to evaluate the instructional content we provide across subjects.

Support for social-emotional learning

ACCESSIBLE
Differentiate instruction easily with texts
published at 5 reading levels.

The Newsela SEL Collection is organized by five CASEL SEL competencies - self-awareness,
self-management, social awareness, relationship building and responsible decision making
Instructional supports embedded in Newsela ELA and Newsela Social Studies help teachers
weave SEL into content-area instruction
Anti-bias, anti-racism resources and lessons in The Newsela SEL Collection for every grade
band foster more inclusive, identity-affirming classrooms

Flexible curriculum connections

CONSTANTLY UPDATED
Keep lessons fresh and relevant, with up
to 10 new texts added daily.

Newsela Curriculum Complements support core content with relevant and fresh content
Content goes across subject areas, aligning to the scope and sequence of popular curricular
materials
Newsela content can be delivered through streamlined LMS integration
FIND OUT MORE ABOUT NEWSELA FOR MICHIGAN AT
NEWSELA.COM/ABOUT/RESOURCES/MICHIGAN
We are ready to answer your questions.
Let's talk! newsela.com/contact

ACCOUNTABLE
Get visibility into usage and student
performance with built-in activities.

